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Every Fleet Manager knows the basic components of a maintenance
program – but what does it take to transform your operation from
“good” to “great”?
Since 1999, Amerit Fleet Solutions has built their reputation on being
the country’s most dependable, trustworthy and hard-working partner
through their singular focus on doing one thing and doing it better than
anyone else – fleet maintenance and repair services.
Due to its nearly 20-year experience working with a myriad of fleet
customers nationwide, Amerit has perfected the 10 basic components
needed to turn a good maintenance program into a world-class
operation. They have gathered their experts together and are sharing
a few of their own unique applications and best-kept secrets to help
you take the first steps to improve your program – and bottom line –
today. While there is no one silver bullet for success, Amerit’s following
recommendations are based on tried and true experiences that can be
implemented within your own fleet maintenance operation.
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10 COMPONENTS TO
FLEET MAINTENANCE SUCCESS:
#1.

A Culture of Safety

#2. Find Top-Tier Technicians
#3. Proactive PM Program
#4. Monitoring Quality
#5. Responsive Customer Service
#6. Fidelity to Data
#7.

Experienced Management

#8. Limit Outside Spend
#9. Secure the Best Parts (& Pricing!)
#10. Recover Warranty Cash
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Component #1: A Culture of Safety
A safe maintenance program requires investment in the infrastructure
necessary for its success. This includes PPE but also training for
technicians and managers, and a team to manage and monitor the
program. But more than this, Amerit has found that consistency and
priority are key ingredients to success.
At Amerit, nothing is more important than safety. They strive to reinforce
this concept any way they can. In “Top 10” lists such as this one, it is
always number one. Safety topics start every meeting. The executive
team will always reinforce the importance of safety in messaging. This
constant focus is critical to always keeping safety top of mind.
In a similar vein, consistency is critical to driving change. When an
incident happens, Amerit conducts a Corrective Action Program (CAP)
to perform a deep dive discussion into causation and prevention. This
happens with every incident regardless of severity, the circumstances
or the team’s workload. This is consistent with Amerit’s belief that all
accidents are preventable, and their goal is zero incidents.
www.ameritfleetsolutions.com

as a means of monitoring their employee’s job satisfaction. They are
proud of their 4.4 (out of 5) Glassdoor rating, the highest rating in the
industry, which helps not only to attract, but, more importantly, retain
the best and the brightest technicians.

Component #2: Find Top-Tier Technicians
There’s little argument among fleet managers that finding top-tier
technicians is a prevailing industry challenge. Ever-evolving automotive
technology, the need for specialized certifications, and a generational
shift away from pursuing traditional skilled trade professions has
resulted in shrinking ranks of quality technicians.
Amerit knows that recruiting is a two-way street – technicians must
have the skill sets a world-class maintenance organization demands,
but that organization must also be a place where technicians want to
work. In today’s world of social media dominance, it is increasingly
common for a company’s online rating to influence a technician’s
employment decision. Amerit embraces online tools such as Glassdoor
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Amerit has also developed best practices that help it successfully hire
technicians who fit its stringent criteria of technical savvy, commitment
to quality, and a strong safety mindset. One example is their focus on
responsiveness. In today’s job market, Amerit expects that the best
technicians will have multiple job offers. Amerit knows that delays can
cause them to lose the top talent, leaving only candidates that did not
have any other options and generally did not possess the skills the
company seeks. Amerit trains their hiring managers on the importance
of speed and uses technology to monitor every step in the recruiting
process to ensure timely interviews and hiring decisions.

Component #3: Proactive PM Program
If safety is the foundation of a maintenance program – a focus on
preventive repairs is its hallmark. It is the key to minimizing downtime
and controlling costs. At Amerit, the goal of preventive maintenance is
to not see the vehicle again until the next PM repair is due.
Operationally, this means preventing road failures and garage drive
ups, e.g., any type of out-of-service repair activity between scheduled
maintenance dates.
www.ameritfleetsolutions.com

To achieve this goal, Amerit recommends keeping PM parameters
as tight as possible. If there are repair failures after a PM, they are
measured and changes are made accordingly. Keeping a close
eye on PM success and failure rates helps Amerit make immediate
improvements to the quality of the PM and keeps clients’ vehicles on
the road and maintenance costs down.

Component #4: Monitoring Quality
To ensure the consistent delivery of quality vehicle maintenance,
Amerit provides KPI dashboards that allow its fleet clients to monitor,
track and make critical decisions about their fleet on a weekly basis.
Amerit’s quality management process consists of four steps:
1.	Initially baselined on key performance indicators (KPIs), measurements
include: task repeats, PM quality and standard repair times.
2.	Next, Amerit initiates field activities to track post work inspections,
which confirm expectations and identify training opportunities;
operational standards ensure that proper tools and processes are
in place; and field technical training and certifications ensure that
Amerit’s workforce is accurate and efficient.
3.	Amerit then validates their improvement by checking with clients,
inspecting over work through employee and garage score cards,
and conducting detailed operational reviews.
4.	Finally, Amerit continuously repeats this process to ensure
consistent quality is achieved.
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Component #5: Responsive Customer Service
Amerit defines their customers not only by the clients they
provide services for, but all of the individual stakeholders within
each enterprise. Uniquely, Amerit realizes maintenance should
involve everyone within an
organization, which is why they
Amerit realizes
conduct regular Q&A sessions
maintenance should
with clients’ drivers. With the
goal of involving drivers in
involve everyone within
the day-to-day maintenance
an organization, which
of their vehicles, Amerit gives
is why they conduct
drivers a stake and ownership
regular Q&A sessions
in keeping their vehicles in
with clients’ drivers.
tip-top shape, on the road
and generating revenue for
themselves and the company.
Amerit’s clients can expect
an atmosphere of partnership
right from the start. During
each implementation discovery
process, Amerit’s team is able
to identify customer pain points, develop custom-built solutions,
and consistently deliver on established expectations that fulfill their
customers’ needs.
www.ameritfleetsolutions.com

Component #6: Fidelity to Data
Today’s fleets are more data driven than ever, and it is crucial that
maintenance operations have the means and the discipline to capture
the best data possible related to repairs, analyzing it and acting on it.
Because Amerit provides customized solutions, it has the capabilities to
integrate maintenance data collection with a client’s fleet management
system (FMS). This integrated data can then be used to inform good
decision making at every level related to fleet operations, including:
● Preventive Maintenance: Does the data show that vehicles are
being serviced properly? Are schedules being adhered to? Are there
too many repairs between scheduled service dates?
● Asset Management: Does the fleet have the right number/types of
vehicles? Are they being cycled correctly?
● Total Cost of Ownership (TCO): How much does it cost to run the
fleet’s vehicles? Are vehicles costing too much to maintain relative to
the revenue they’re generating?
● Quality of Repairs: Are repairs being made at the same, consistent
quality across the fleet’s maintenance operations? Are technicians
receiving additional training in response to quality issues? Are repairs
outside of the PM schedules tied to issues of quality?
Ultimately, the integrated data provided by Amerit and the client’s own
FMS give company leadership the most comprehensive information
possible to make fully informed, three-dimensional decisions that
reflect the operational realities of the fleet and the enterprise’s KPIs.
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Component #7: Experienced Management
Along with employing top-tier technicians, Amerit believes that their fleet
managers, former experienced technicians, are a key to their success.
Having a comprehensive background in maintenance is critical as it
relates to the leadership of employees. Amerit’s fleet managers (FMs)
are able to give advice and training, as well as inspect technicians’ work
to guarantee it is accurate, safe, good quality and done to specification.
Additionally, Amerit’s FMs are making business decisions, always
considering cost and safety. This makes them an important and trusted
ally to operations for continuous improvement opportunities and other
actions that increase uptime and performance while reducing costs.
When clients need consultation on new purchases, advice on vehicle
specs, and more insight – they can count on Amerit’s experienced FMs.
www.ameritfleetsolutions.com

●
●
●

●

Reviewing their most common outsourced spend
Analyzing to see if that skill should be brought in-house
Looking at downtimes related to their vendors, in combination with
bill rates
Verifying if it makes financial sense to keep that work outsourced or
would the fleet be better off bringing it in-house

Amerit manages
the expense
by requiring a
minimum of two
estimates for a
third-party repair.

Component #8: Limit Outside Spend
As discussed in Component #3, a great maintenance program
must have strong PM, which aims to improve fleet performance and
eliminate costly breakdowns, therefore avoiding outside spend. Much
more is involved than a simple lube or oil filter. Amerit’s bumper-tobumper PM protocol aims to catch problems early on, avoiding costly
repairs down the road and improving vehicle uptime.
In addition to having a world-class PM program, Amerit ensures teams
have the right size and appropriate skill sets to keep most maintenance
work in-house. Amerit recommends organizations start by:
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However, even with the strongest PM
program, there are times when an
unscheduled repair does occur. Amerit
manages the expense by requiring a
minimum of two estimates for a thirdparty repair. This helps compare costs and
repair quality, resulting in expenses being
controlled and eliminating the potential for additional downtime and
time-consuming (and potentially expensive) call backs.

Component #9: Secure the Best Parts (& Pricing!)
Aftermarket parts versus Original Manufacturer Equipment – is
the extra cost worth it? The short answer is that it depends. When
procuring replacement parts for your fleet, Amerit has found that using
a blended approach to parts acquisition is a key to success. By creating
a strategic national supplier network, Amerit’s parts and tire program
allows several benefits, including: cost reduction, less vehicle down
time, and greater access to parts availability.
www.ameritfleetsolutions.com

Amerit helps their customers recover cash by entering warranty
information into the client’s FMS as soon as a vehicle is cycled into
the fleet. This ensures that the fleet is notified when a repair is under
warranty. As an added incentive to discover warranty recovery,
Amerit rewards technicians who have discovered a warrantable
repair during a PM or unscheduled repair (due to a warrantable
part failure) with a quarterly bonus based on the percentage of the
amount they helped to recover.

Focus on Your Needs
It is essential to buy the right parts for the right application, which is why
Amerit offers the following guidelines to help fleets make an informed
decision choosing between Aftermarket and OE parts. When selecting
aftermarket, fleets should consider if the part offers a reduction in cost
without giving up quality. Specific categories for aftermarket marks
include: PM, brakes, heating and cooling. OE parts, on the other hand,
should be used when aftermarket parts are not available, the price is
advantageous, or OEM warranty calls for an OE product.

Component #10: Recover Warranty Cash
Warranty collection is a key to managing maintenance expenses for
fleet owners. If fleets do not manage their vehicles’ warranties, they are
leaving money on the table that could be used otherwise to offset the
costs of the maintenance operation.
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The above roadmap will help to create a framework for a well-run
maintenance program, but keep in mind every fleet is different and
has unique needs and goals. Transforming your maintenance program
from average to great will require you to examine and benchmark the
specific areas that need improvement for your fleet.
This is where Amerit can help you most – by identifying challenges,
solutions, and helping to implement a program reflecting Amerit’s
wealth of experience and specialized knowledge will deliver safety,
quality and cost savings long term to your maintenance operation.
While you can take the first steps to transform your maintenance
operation, Amerit can guide it to become a best-in-class program. To
find out how Amerit can help your fleet, call 1 (855) 832-9922 or visit
www.ameritﬂeetsolutions.com.
www.ameritfleetsolutions.com

ABOUT AMERIT FLEET SOLUTIONS
With over 120,000 vehicles and assets under contract and more than 1,800 highly skilled technicians and managers
who provide services at over 700 locations nationwide, Amerit Fleet Solutions is the trusted maintenance and
repair provider for some of the most complex and sophisticated ﬂeets in the US today. No other ﬂeet maintenance
company can compare to our depth of knowledge and expertise in maintaining and managing the broad spectrum of
vehicle and asset types, including alternative fuel vehicles; managing a diverse on-site workforce; creating customerdriven service programs and leveraging best practices in ﬂeet services and processes to improve performance,
profitability and uptime. For more information, call 1 (855) 832-9922 or visit www.ameritﬂeetsolutions.com
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